The Play Troupe of Port Washington presents

FOLLIES II
ACT ONE

Emcee........................................Bob Klein
Follies Cutie................................Karen Lorence

1 "Buddy's Blues"........Frank Dietz, DeDe Blankman and Debbie McGuigan, accompanied by Steven Cahn

2 "Just A Little Joint With A Jukebox," & "That's How I Love The Blues" Gigi Bond accompanied by Jeremy Mann and Frank Imburgio

3 "Dancing Cheek To Cheek," danced by Karen Lorence & Mark Mastrocindque

4 "Tomorrow"............Jennifer Varenka accompanied by Monica Sapirstein

5 "Far From The Home I Love"....Tracey Cahn accompanied by Steven Cahn

6 "Dance".....................performed by "Scheherazade"

7 "Broadway Baby"............Joyce Bruno accompanied by Madaline Atkins

8 "The Entertainer"...played by Ken Sawka accompanied by David Barnett

9 "Romance D'Amour"............played by Monica Sapirstein

10 "An Unexpected Intergalactic Interruption," a mind-boggling scenario created and performed by Tim Nissen with Peter Nissen and Rocky Nissen

INTERMISSION

ACT TWO

1 PORT WASHINGTON GYM-NATS

Coach.........................................Hugo Domenech
Director......................................TOM EDGERTON
President....................................Bruce Shroyer

Gymnastic--Tumbling Demonstration.....Mike Sicilianni, Jim Cunningham,
                                       Kimberly Shroyer, Karen Paterson and Tom Murphy

Acrobatics Trio (Will represent the United States at the World Games in October in Bulgaria).............................Lillian Rice
                                       Eileen Weintraub
                                       Maryanne Knizewski

Acrobatics Duo (Gold Medal winners who will appear this Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday in Hawaii at the World Invitational Championship Games,
                                       Robert Monahan
                                       John Sweetland

2 "Sam, You Made the Pants Too Long" & "Send In The Clowns" Joyce Bruno
                                              accompanied by Madaline Atkins

3 "All I Need Is the Girl"....performed by Brian Hiller and Cathy Hiller
                                              accompanied by Judy Marshall
4 "Sarah Jachman".......................... MAURA FITZPATRICK AND MATT BATTEN
                                            accompanied by STEVEN CAHN
5 "Sisters"..............................danced by LAUREN DOLL and LINDA DOLL
6 "Friendship"...........................performed by DANA GOLDSTEIN, STELLA CALOBRISSI
                                        JONATHAN GOLDSTEIN  accompanied by DAVID BARNETT
7 "Trouble In The Works" comedy sketch by Harold Pinter........HANK SENFT
                                        BILL MARTIN
8 "But Not For Me"......................CATHY HILLER accompanied by DAVID BARNETT
9 "Two By Gershwin".....................played by DAVID BARNETT
10 "Much More".........................DEDE BLANKMAN accompanied by JEREMY MANN
11 "Acrobatic Daredevils"..............THE FLYING ROGAZZIS

Production Staff
Producer..................................................BOB KLEIN
Lighting.............................................GEOFFREY HICKSON, RENE SOWLE and RON MEADOWS
Sound..................................................RON MEADOWS
Backdrop.............................................courtesy of PORT SINGERS